concerning prime divisors of large powers of a fixed element of a commutative Noetherian ring may be generalized and extended to the setting of a Noether lattice. It is shown (Theorem 2.8) that if A is an element of a Noether lattice then all large powers of A have the same prime divisors and (Corollary 3.8) included among this fixed set of primes are those primes that are prime divisors of the integral closure of A k for some k^l. We note that the ring proof of this latter result does not generalize directly since it uses the notion of transcendence degree which to our knowledge has no analogue in multiplicative lattices.
elements B, of <£ for which the relations A 1 ^ B, ^ B, +1 ^AB t hold for all integers i. In [5] , it is shown that if 56 is a Noether lattice and A e 3? then 9l(Z£, Furthermore, if C ^A r then C [r] is defined to be the least element D of &(<£, A) such that C § £>" and it is shown that C [r| = £ C4'" r . Other properties of 5?(^P, .4) proven in [5] that we will need are: (1) BC [r] = £ B,^C, (2) B : C w = £ [(B 1+r : C) A A'], (3) if C is a principal element of X such that C = A r then C (rl is a principal element of 9?(if, A), and (4) each B e 3/l(£, J4) is the join of finitely many principal elements of the form C M , where C ^ A r is principal in J£ In the following lemma, information is given that relates prime and primary elements of 91 (3!, A) to prime and primary elements of !£. LEMMA 
Let Ae£. Then: (1) if I, Q h H^e 9l($, A) such that £ Q, is E P r primary then Q o is P 0 -primary in S£; (2) if P is a prime element of X and if £ B, e *3l(!£, A) such that P is a prime divisor of B o then there exists a prime element £ P t e 9l(2£, A) such that £ P, is a prime divisor of £ B, and P o = P.
Proof. The proof of (1) is straightforward and we omit the details. (2) is an immediate consequence of (1) and the fact that meets in @l(2£, A) are defined componentwise. For it follows that a primary decomposition of an element £ B, in @t(Z£, A) produces a primary decomposition of B o in i?.
We now present our first main result. It deals with the cardinality of the set of primes that are prime divisors of some power of a fixed element of 5£. LEMMA Proof. We observe that for each n ^ 1,
We first consider set 5^ Let n = 1 and P e if such that P is a prime divisor of A". Then in <3l(%, A), since the Oth component of / (~"] is A", there exists an element £ P t which is a prime divisor of I [~n] and has P o = P by Lemma 2.2. Consequently £/>.S/l-«I = (/l-1 ])" ) and this implies E^/ Proof. Let us suppose that P = 0 : X, where X is principal and X^B. If X tk C or if C = 0 then the result clearly holds.
Suppose then that X$C, so C < B, and that C # 0.
We will now construct a chain of elements A t of j£ such that A ( : A i+1 is prime. Let A o = 0 and then define inductively A ( such that A t _ x : A t is a maximal element of the set {>!,_!: W | /4,_! < W ^ C}. We can thus obtain a finite chain of elements A ( such that A o = 0 and A n = C. This chain can be extended to include B. Using the same construction process as before, we can obtain a finite chain of elements A n + it l S i /^/ n , where -<4 n +i_i :A n+i is a maximal element of the set {A n+i _ x :W \A n+i _ x <W^B) and
We now show that P = Aj-. A j+X for some;. Let / be chosen such that X AAJ = 0 and X A A j+X # 0. Now by our choice of the A t and the fact that we must have that either Consequently either U^POT (A /+1 : X) ^ P. But A j+X : X^ P would imply
which would be a contradiction. Therefore U^P and it follows that A f : A j+l = P.
We now consider the cases of whether j ^ n -1 or j^n.
Suppose j^n-1. Then/ + 1 ^n and so A j+1^An = C. Consequently we have that
Letting Y = (A j+1 A A'), we have that P = 0 : Y, where 0 < 7 ^ C. Suppose /i=rt. Then A^A n = C and it follows, the proof being similar to the case above, that P = C : (A l+1 A X). Letting S=A J+1 AX, we have that P = C:S. This completes the proof. .
We now present a computational result concerning powers of a fixed element. We will then be ready to relate prime divisors of large powers of a fixed element. 
Hence, for all i ^ 0, from (1) we obtain that
Consequently, for each i ^ 1, it follows that Our first result in this section is a type of cancellation law that involves the integral closure operation and this is followed with a result involving a lattice transform of ££ whose proof depends on this cancellation law. [t] . Then: 
Suppose P\ = A. Then, using (2) ' ) a by Lemma 3.1, which would be a contradiction to our choice of E Pi-Hence P X <A.
For the proof of (2), let us assume that E Pi is prime. Since P x <A, it follows that 0 4 m )^E^. Consequently (A [1] y$T,Pi for all j since E^ is prime. Therefore In the next two results, first in the local and then in the nonlocal case, we deal with primes of the integral closure of large powers of an element. From these we will derive information about primes of large powers of an element. LEMMA 
Let £ be a local Noether lattice with maximal element P and Ae!£ such that there exists a principal nonzero divisor B with B ^ A a . If P is a prime divisor of (A") a for some positive integer n, then P is a prime divisor of (A m ) a for all m^n.
Proof. Let n ^ 1 and suppose P is a prime divisor of (A") a . Then we may choose an X e X such that (A") a : X = P. Proof. Let us suppose P is a prime divisor of (A") a . We will assume P is not the unique maximal prime of =2* since the result would then follow from Lemma 3.3.
Now let i^l . We note that [X(A') a ][(A") a : X] ^ (A%(A") a ^ (
Let §t{5£, A) . Thus, since P is a proper element of 2£, it follows from Lemma 3. 
Therefore, using (4) ),, of 9i{5£, A), we may choose an element E Pi in 9l(k, A) such that E P, is a prime divisor of (/'"*')" and P o = P. Consequently since P is a proper element of if, it follows from Lemma 3.2 that for each m^l w e have 
Also, since E P ( is a prime divisor of (/'"*')" and /'"*' is a principal nonzero divisor of 3?(if, A), it follows from Corollary 3.6 that there exists a positive integer s such that E Pi is a prime divisor of 
Therefore, using (6) to determine the Oth component of E Pi, which is already known to be P, we obtain that P = A For the proof of (2), let t be a positive integer such that P is a prime divisor of {A' + ') a for all i ^ 0 (Theorem 3.4). Now suppose D e £ such that D a = (A r ) a for some r ^ t. Then P is a prime divisor of D a and so P is a prime divisor of D" for all large n by Theorem 3.7. This completes the proof.
